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A B S T R A C T

Single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT) based gas sensors have enormous potential in pollution monitoring in low
concentration level because of its high sensitivity, fast response, and physical/chemical stability. However, the
lack of selectivity has been a major drawback for its wide range employment. In this work, we fabricate thin film
transistors (TFTs) using randomly distributed CNTs and investigate them for ammonia and nitrogen dioxide
detection in air at low ppm concentrations. A sensing mechanism is proposed based on the interaction between
gas molecules and different types of dwelling spots inside the channel area of a TFT. We present double ex-
ponential-convolution model to decipher sensor response as well as to explore its application in gas identifi-
cation. In this context, the consistency in time constants is recognized, which is independent of gas con-
centration. More importantly, the time constants vary with respect to different gas types and TFTs. The
uniqueness of time constants can work as identity verification for different sensing gases, which demonstrates
that the sensor response is a distinctive behavior determined by the unique channel structure of each TFT. This
work provides us a general strategy for gas identification in ppm level and a practical path to realize the ad-
vantages of CNT gas sensors in air quality detection as well as the industrial emission control.

1. Introduction

Single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) based sensors have been
widely studied due to their significant advantages in monitoring dif-
ferent gases at low ppm/ppb level [1–6]. As a new generation of
semiconducting material, SWCNT based devices have very low power
consumption [7], fast operation speed [8], and high flexibility [9–11].
CNT-TFTs are promising for flexible electronics because of their high
mobility, substrate-neutrality, low-temperature fabrication process, etc
[12,13]. As sensor material, CNTs have large surface area and exhibit
charge-sensitive conductance, which attributes to the carbon atoms and
CeC bonds on the tube surface [14]. The conductance of CNTs are
known to be sensitive to ambient environment, especially to oxygen
and oxygen-containing gaseous species [15,16]. In addition, CNT sen-
sors can also work for the detection of hydrogen (H2) [17,18], organic
vapors [19], alcohols [20], etc. which has huge practical significance
for disease and health diagnosis [21–23]. CNT sensors can also benefit
from their low cost, room temperature operation, nanoscale and mi-
croelectronics applications [10,11,24].

The first CNT gas sensor was reported in 2000 by Kong et al. [25].
Since then, multiple studies have been performed to investigate the
sensing behavior of CNT based devices. Reports on the sensing

mechanism have been discussed and argued till today. Early discussions
mainly focused on the adsorption of gas molecules at the CNT junction
area [26], indirect interaction through pre-adsorbed water layer or the
hydroxyl group from SiO2 substrate [27], direct charge transfer be-
tween gas molecules and CNTs [28], and Schottky barrier modulation
at the CNT/metal contacts [14], etc. Battie et al. performed experiments
based on the CNT network and suggested gas molecules mainly attach
to the CNT network, not CNT/metal contacts [29]. Later, Boyd et al.
pointed out that the gas sensitivity is due to both the CNT/metal con-
tacts and the CNT junctions, and the network effects are dominated by
gas-induced changes in the CNT junctions [30]. As for sensitivity, a
detection limit of 3 ppb ammonia (NH3) was demonstrated by Rigoni
et al [3].

Functionalization strategies, including polymers coating [31] or
CNT decoration with different metal nanoparticles [32,33], were per-
formed and yielded promising results for gas sensing. Kuzmych et al.
functionalized the SWCNT networks with poly-(ether imide) non-
covalently to detect NO in exhaled breath, leading to detection limit as
low as 5 ppb in air [34]. Guerin et al. fabricated different electrode
metals on top of horizontal CNT arrays [35]. These structures can take
advantage of the specific interaction for each metal/CNT/gas case to
discriminate different gas types. Abdelhalim et al. utilized different
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metals to alter the response of each sensing element towards different
sensing gases, which is capable of discriminating between four gases:
NH3, CO, CO2, and ethanol [33]. But these methods degraded the
overall performance of the sensors in terms of response rate and long
term stability. Random CNT network and aligned CNT network in
sensors were also investigated with single decorated molecules and
nanoparticles [36,37], either in chambers [38] or in air [3]. However,
only few researches focused on the selectivity of CNT sensors, and no
publication has been reported on gas identification study without
functionalization or coating.

In this work, CNT-TFTs as gas sensors were fabricated using ran-
domly distributed CNT network. Sensor response from NH3 and ni-
trogen dioxide (NO2) spray at 2 ppm–40 ppm were measured in air at
room temperature. The convolution based model was found to be a
perfect match to the response curves. For a given CNT-TFT, the time
constants of double exponential function were surprisingly independent
of gas concentration while vary with respect to different gas types.
More importantly, this uniqueness in time constants can be considered
as its inherent identity with respect to different sensing gases, which
can be used for gas identity verification. The verification process is
proved to be very reliable when using single TFT, which is ultimately
rooted in the randomness of CNT network. The verification can be
applied to other gases such as H2 and its accuracy can be further
guaranteed when using multiple TFTs in parallel.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Device fabrication and I–V measurement

CNT-TFTs were fabricated at the Institute for Electronics and
Nanotechnology (IEN) cleanroom of Georgia Tech. Photolithography
and lift-off process were performed to pattern gate (G), source/drain
(S/D), and channel area. Fabrication flow chart is depicted in Fig. 1. To
be specific, Ti/Au layers as back gate were deposited on top of a Si
wafer by e-beam evaporation with deposition rate of 0.2 Å/s and 1 Å/s,
respectively. Then atomic layer deposition (ALD) was used to deposit
TiO2 and HfO2, covering the entire wafer surface as a global gate-di-
electric layer. Both Ti and TiO2 work as adhesion layers for gate and
gate dielectric. 15∼30 s oxygen plasma treatment was crucial to make
the surface hydrophilic, followed by CNT network deposition by im-
mersing the wafer into 0.01∼0.02 g/L toluene-based CNT solution for
5–20minutes (CNT source:> 99% purity polymer-wrapped CNT solu-
tion from NanoIntegris). After that, Ti/Au patterns were defined as S/D
electrodes, followed by another photolithography for PR pattern and
then 30 s oxygen plasma treatment to form channel area. At last, va-
cuum annealing at 250 °C for 2 h was performed to get rid of surface
residue. The final features and CNT network are exhibited in Fig. 2(a).

The I–V characteristics of the CNT-TFTs had been measured using
Microtech Summit 11k probe station and Keithley 4200-SCS. We fab-
ricated series of devices with different channel lengths (L) and different
channel widths (W). The output characteristics (Id-Vds curves) of the
CNT-TFTs is shown in Fig. 2(b) for different channel lengths
(L= 20 μm, 40 μm, 60 μm, and 100 μm) with Vds swept from 0 to −2 V
at Vgs= −1V. For the transfer characteristics (Id-Vgs curves), Vgs was
swept from −2 to 2 V while keeping Vds = −1V. Semi-log plots are
shown in Fig. 2(c) for each channel length. The overall I–V character-
istics shows good performance of p-type CNT-TFTs with on/off ratio as
high as 10−5 and mobility around 5 .

2.2. Experiment setup

The experiment setup for CNT-TFT based gas sensing measurement
is depicted in Fig. 3. Gas spray was applied directly to the channel area
of a TFT with Keithley 2604B source measurement units (SMUs) re-
cording the current change over time. The nozzle, with inner diameter
of 5mm, was large enough to generate stable gas flow to cover the
entire surface of the target TFT (0.25mm×0.75mm). Only one TFT
was tested each time. The applied gas was nitrogen (N2, gas tank 1)
mixed with either NH3 (gas tank 2) or NO2 (gas tank 2) at different ppm
concentrate level (2 ppm, 10 ppm, 20 ppm, 40 ppm, etc.) controlled by
ALICAT flowmeters. The CCD camera helped probe the target TFT be-
fore sensing. The whole setup was located inside fume hood under at-
mosphere pressure and stable room temperature.

During measurement, the target TFT was biased with Vds= −0.5 V
and Vgs= −1V. We first apply this bias to the TFT for more than
20min in order to stabilize the drain current (Id). When Id went
smoothly, open the valves to release the gas mixture (either N2 + NH3
or N2 + NO2) while keep the mass flowrate constant at 1000 sccm all
the time. After 10min of gas spray (gas on state), we close the valves
(gas off state) and keep the gas off state for 20∼30min before another
sensing cycle began at a higher ppm level. The lowest concentrate we
used was 2 ppm for both NH3 and NO2 sensing, which is higher enough
to get rid of the possible noise effect since the CNT-TFTs might also
detect interfering gases (such as NH3, NO2, H2, etc.) at ppb level from
the environment.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sample characteristics and the sensing mechanism

The sensor response under 2-cycle (2 ppm and 40 ppm) of NH3 or
NO2 pulsing is shown in Fig. 4 for a long-channel CNT-TFT with
L=80 μm/W=100 μm (2 K) and a short-channel CNT-TFT with
L=8 μm/W=100 μm (2H). They all show stable sensor response to

Fig. 1. Fabrication of CNT-TFTs. (a) Clean Si wafer washed by acetone, IPA, and DI water respectively. (b) Gate pattern and gate dielectric deposition, followed by
oxygen plasma (green arrows) treatment to make the surface hydrophilic. (c) CNT network growth using toluene-based high purity CNT solution. (d) S/D electrodes
pattern. (e) Photoresist (PR) thin layer as shield to protect CNT network in channel area, followed by oxygen plasma to etch away unwanted CNT network. (f) The
CNT-TFT after PR dissolved by acetone. (g) The sectional view of the CNT-TFT (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 2. Fabricated CNT-TFTs and corresponding I–V characteristics. (a) CNT-TFTs layout and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of CNT network. (b)
Output characteristics of TFTs for various channel lengths and the same channel width. (c) Transfer characteristics of the same TFTs as in (b).

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experiment setup for gas sensing.

Fig. 4. 2-cycle (2 ppm and 40 ppm) sensor response under NH3 or NO2 spray for a long channel TFT (2 K: W=100 μm/L=80 μm) and a short-channel TFT (2H:
W=100 μm/L=8 μm). Ro is the stable device resistance before gas spray. (a)-(b) Sensor response of 2 K under NH3 or NO2 spray respectively. (c)-(d) Sensor
response of 2H under NH3 or NO2 spray respectively. Inset figures are the corresponding TFTs. Red curves are the fitting results using common time constants of
double exponential-convolution model (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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either NH3 or NO2 sensing. For each gas sensing process, the gas pulsing
signal stayed for 10min in ‘on state’ (shown as orange stripes for NH3 or
green stripes for NO2 in figures) and 30min in ‘off state’ (no stripe in
figures) between each cycle. When NH3 molecules interact with the
CNT network in the channel area, they work as electron source which
decreases the current by consuming the holes in the channel of the p-
type CNT-TFT. Thus the resistance will increase during on state and
decrease during off state. NO2 affects the resistance in an opposite way
by providing more holes to the channel. For 2 ppm concentration, both
TFTs have more than 20% increase or decrease in resistance when ex-
posed to NH3 and NO2. While for 40 ppm concentration, both TFTs
show more than 50% resistance decrease under NO2 spray and more
than 40% resistance increase under NH3 spray.

From the sensor response curves, it is easy to find 4 phases within
each gas spray cycle, described in Fig. 4(b) in bold green, which is vital
to understand the sensing mechanism for CNT-TFT based sensors. We
define the interactive units between gas molecules and the device as
dwelling spots, which largely exist in CNT-CNT junctions, CNT-metal
area, and other locations such as defects on CNTs. A dwelling spot can
either capture or release a gas molecule depending on it is taken already
or not. For a gas spray cycle, phase 1 is the beginning of gas on state,
where the resistance experiences an abrupt change when large number
of empty dwelling spots are being taken by the gas molecules. Phase 1
only lasts for several seconds when all gas molecules can unlimitedly
take the empty spots, which counts for a significant proportion of the
resistance change during the entire on state. Even though gas molecules
can escape their dwelling spots all the time, it can be ignored compared
to the amount of gas molecules that take the empty spots. Phase 2 starts
when a large number of the empty spots have already been taken. In
this phase, endless gas molecules reach the channel surface con-
tinuously like phase 1, but only part of them can be taken by the
dwelling spots because some of them will reach unavailable spots,
which slows down the rate of change in resistance compared to phase 1.
Another cause is, more and more trapped molecules can escape their
spots than phase 1. Even after saturation, the target TFT is in a dynamic

equilibrium with the escaping molecules cancelling out the molecules
being taken by the dwelling spots. Phase 3 begins when gas spray comes
to an end and no molecule reaches the channel surface (gas off state).
Conversely, there are a large number of gas molecules escaping their
spots, resulting in the abrupt change in resistance which is similar to
phase 1 but in an opposite manner. In phase 4, the change rate slows
down because it is more difficult for the remaining trapped molecules to
escape their spots. Physically, it is well known that the dwelling spots
near CNT junctions and CNT-metal region are much easier to capture
gas molecules (gas molecules are relatively stable and harder to escape
in those spots) than CNT itself and other region of the channel.
Therefore, the slowness in phase 4 mainly results from the difficulty of
gas molecules escaping from CNT junctions and CNT-metal region,
while the sudden change in resistance of phase 3 mainly attributes to
the rapid escape of gas molecules from CNT itself and other similar
unstable gas-dwelling spots.

3.2. Sensor response fitting

Enlightened by the two phases during gas on or gas off state, it is
natural to resort to double exponential function for fitting purpose.
There are two formats related to double exponential function

= +f t a t b t( ) exp( / ) exp( / )a b1 (1)

= +f t a t t b t t( ) exp( / ) exp( / )a b2 (2)

where τa and τb are time constants, t is time, a and b are constants. To
distinguish these two formats, we define Eq. (1) as double exponential
function, Eq. (2) as double t exponential function. The gas pulsing
signal can be expressed as

=g t
h gas on

gas off( ) 0 (3)

where the constant h is the height of the pulse signal.
Rigoni et al. once used convolution between double t exponential

Fig. 5. Fitting for sensor response curves. (a) Linear transformation before fitting to standardize the fitting process for different sensing gas. (b)-(c) Fitting result
comparison of device 2H in gas on and off state between double exponential-convolution (double exp) model, double t exponential-convolution (double t exp) model,
and quadratic model. (d)-(e) Fitting result comparison of device 2 K in gas on and off state between double exponential and double t exponential models.
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function and gas pulsing signal to fit the sensor response curves of a
whole cycle using the same time constants [3]. However, we found
convolution between double exponential function and gas pulsing
signal is a better match for sensor response curves. To be specific, let D
(t) be the original sensor response data, e.g., the sensor response curves
in Fig. 4. To fit D(t) separately for gas on state and gas off state in each
case, linear transformation was applied to move both gas on state and
gas off state to the origin from the onset point, exhibited in Fig. 5(a).
Obviously linear actions will not change the time constants. Then we
resorted to double exponential-convolution model to fit the sensor re-
sponse curves separately. That is

=D t f t g t( ) ( ) ( )f 1 1 (4)

where D t( )f 1 is the fitting results from convolution between double
exponential function and gas pulsing signal. We consider a= 1 to
eliminate a redundant variable during fitting. Then apply linear trans-
formation for D t( )f 1 in order to restore the real time fitting

= +D t D t t D t( ) ( ) ( )f f o o1 (5)

Where D(t) is the original sensor response data, to is the time at the
onset point. The standard deviation

= =
=

D t D t
N

D t D t|| ( ) ( )|| 1 ( ( ) ( ))f
i

N

f i i
1

2

(6)

is defined for error evaluation. Same process is applied for double t
exponential-convolution model by using f2 instead of f1.

Fig. 5(b)–(c) compares the fitting results of 2H between double
exponential-convolution model, double t exponential-convolution
model, and quadratic model. From the fitting curves, double ex-
ponential-convolution model matches the original sensor response data
the best in both states. It is quite clear that the quadratic model is
unable to depict the sudden change at the beginning of the each state
(phase 1 and phase 3). While for double t exponential-convolution
model, the fitting is distorted during the transition period between each
phase. Quantitatively, the standard deviations (σ) for double ex-
ponential-convolution model, double t exponential-convolution model,
and quadratic model during gas on state are 3.65×10−5, 4.24×10−5,
and 6.68× 10−5 respectively. And for gas off state, the corresponding
standard deviations are 3.15× 10−5, 4.31× 10−5, and 4.55×10−5.
Therefore, double exponential-convolution model can best fit the sensor
response curves. Fig. 5(d)–(e) further confirm the superior of double
exponential-convolution model. Other fitting cases also support the
same conclusion.

3.3. Consistency of time constants for different concentration

During sensor response fitting from double exponential-convolution
model, we noticed the two time constants (τa and τb) in Eq. (1) are quite
stable for sensing at different gas concentrations. Based on that ob-
servation, we assumed the same τa and τb (common time constants)
while fitting response of the same TFT during gas sensing at different
concentrations. The fitting results are shown in Fig. 4. The common
time constants and the corresponding fitting errors are listed in Table 1.
Surprisingly, the fitting are excellent for both NH3 and NO2 spray in
either gas on state or gas off state. Fig. 6 shows the fitting results for
another TFT at 4 different gas concentrations, which are 2 ppm,
10 ppm, 20 ppm, and 40 ppm. The excellence in sensor response fitting
from both Figs. 4 and 6 demonstrates the consistency of the common
time constants with respect to different gas concentration.

4-cycle gas sensing of NO2 spray were performed with different
flowrates (600 sccm, 800 sccm, 1000sccm, and 1200sccm) but at the
same concentration of 50 ppm. This 4-cycle gas sensing is used to
analyze the impact of nozzle pressure, which is a function of the
flowrate. The sensor response and corresponding fitting results are
plotted in Fig. 7. It is easy to observe that the nozzle pressure has

significant impact on sensitivity, i.e., the resistance (R/Ro) increases
with increasing flowrate/pressure. The corresponding values of R/Ro
are 0.83 (600 sccm), 0.62 (800 sccm), 0.55 (1000sccm), and 0.52
(1200sccm). However, the sensor responses can still be well described
with low fitting errors by common time constants obtained from the
double exponential-convolution model in this 4-cycle sensing test,
which is similar to time constants used in Fig. 6. Therefore, the two time
constants, which mainly depend on the device morphology (CNT net-
work structure, CNT-metal contacts, etc.), are very stable under the
change of nozzle pressure.

3.4. Gas identity verification

For a given CNT-TFT, the two time constants, (τa, τb) pair, are un-
ique for either gas on state or gas off state and do not depend on the gas
concentration. More importantly, (τa, τb) pair changes with respect to
different gas types. Therefore, the one-to-one mapping between time
constants and gas types can be regarded as the inherent properties for a
given TFT, which can be used for gas identity verification depending on
the corresponding error difference. Take the device 2 K in Fig. 4(a) as
an example, (τa, τb) pair for different gas sensing in different states can
be determined easily from tentative testing for calibration purpose,
shown in Table 1. For an unknown sensing gas (e.g., either NH3 or
NO2), let 2 K record the sensor response for a cycle. Based on (τa, τb)
pairs from different assumptions, the corresponding fitting errors can be
obtained, shown in Fig. 8. It is clear that (τa, τb)=(471, 5.0) from NH3
assumption can perfectly fit the sensor response curve while the fitting
is distorted when (τa, τb)=(227, 10.9) from NO2 assumption. Quanti-
tatively, the fitting error is σ= 3.22×10−5 when (τa, τb)=(471, 5.0)
during gas on state, while σ=17.57×10−5 when (τa, τb)=(227,
10.9). That means the fitting error from NO2 assumption is more than 5
times larger than NH3 assumption. Therefore we can safely conclude
the unknown gas is NH3, not NO2. Same conclusion can be drawn from
the corresponding error difference during gas off state, shown in Fig. 8.
Without any doubt, this is actually a general strategy that can be easily
applied for identity verification for more gases. This gas identification
strategy is proved to be valid for gas sensing with different flowrates
(different nozzle pressure), which is confirmed by conducting sensing
test with different flowrates ranging from 600 sccm to 1200sccm.

The cycling experiment has been conducted under NO2 spray at the
same concentration considering possible external influence (e.g., hu-
midity, other possible sensing noise) during sensing test at different time.
The corresponding sensor responses are plotted in Fig. 9 at 5 h’ time
difference. During this period, the target sensor is put in air in order to
ensure the full interaction with surrounding environment for enough
time. Fitting 1 is based on common time constants and fitting 2 is based
on separate time constants (performed separately for each cycle, which is
the best fitting from the convolution model). As shown in Fig. 9, the
overall errors from fitting 2 are 2.26×10−5 and 6.94×10−5 in gas on
and gas off state respectively. As for fitting 1, those values are
3.11×10−5 and 9.22×10−5, which means the changes are acceptable
between fitting 1 and fitting 2. However, the error difference between

Table 1
Common time constants at different gas concentration in each state and the
corresponding fitting errors.

Device State (τa, τb) σ

2K NH3 on (471, 5.0) 3.22×10−5

NH3 off (1879, 38.6) 1.88×10−5

NO2 on (227, 10.9) 12.2×10−5

NO2 off (843, 51.0) 6.37×10−5

2H NH3 on (514, 5.7) 3.85×10−5

NH3 off (801, 17.3) 4.85×10−5

NO2 on (328, 10.3) 8.26×10−5

NO2 off (1723, 30.3) 15.9×10−5
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different gas assumptions (NH3 and NO2) is as large as 10 times (1000%)
for gas identification. Therefore, the external influence is very limited,
which will not affect the accuracy of gas identification.

Theoretically, this identification process can be conducted through
only one state from a single sensing cycle because of the uniqueness of
(τa, τb) pair. Fig. 10 maps the (τa, τb) pairs for more TFTs under NH3 and
NO2 spray. The scattered marks reveal the uniqueness of (τa, τb) pair
with respect to different gas types for different TFTs. On the one hand,
for a given TFT, there is no overlapped or even close (τa, τb) pairs with
respect to different gases. On the other hand, for a given sensing gas,
there is no overlapped or even close (τa, τb) pairs with respect to dif-
ferent TFTs either. This uniqueness mainly roots in the randomness of
CNT network inside the channel area, which is different with respect to
CNT network density, CNT network structure, and channel dimensions,
etc.

However, in practice, some (τa, τb) pairs might be very close to each
other and cause interference when considering sensing cases for more
possible gases. Many causes contribute to this such as ambience noise,
unstable gas spray, experimental errors, etc. To address this problem,
more tentative testing for a better calibration is vital in order to obtain
the authentic time constant pairs for each gas sensing case. Similarly,

Fig. 6. 4-cycle (2 ppm, 10 ppm, 20 ppm, 40 ppm) sensor response and the corresponding fitting, using common time constants of double exponential-convolution
model at different gas concentration. (a)–(b) Results for a long channel device 3 F. (c)-(d) Results for a short channel device 3 A.

Fig. 7. 4-cycle sensor response under NO2 spray and the corresponding fitting
using common time constants of double exponential-convolution model with
different flowrates (600 sccm, 800 sccm, 1000sccm, 1200sccm) but at the same
concentration of 50 ppm.

Fig. 8. Gas identification based on the common time constant and the corresponding error difference. (a) Fitting results from different gas assumptions (time constant
pairs) for device 2 K in gas on state. (b) Same strategy as (a) for device 2 K in gas off state.
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performing multiple sensing cycles are also crucial during identity
verification process. More efficiently, different TFTs can be used in
parallel for gas identification instead of using just one, which helps
avoid the possibility that the difference in fitting errors might be on the
same level. Generally, the smoother sensor response from longer
channel TFTs are more reliable for gas identification because of the
larger difference in fitting errors. From most cases we experienced, one
TFT is enough for the verification process.

4. Conclusion

CNT-TFT based gas sensors have been fabricated with randomly
distributed CNT network and sensor response under NH3 and NO2 spray
at low ppm level have been tested. The different phases for gas response
within each cycle suggest the sensing mechanism is based on the in-
teraction between gas molecules and different types of dwelling spots
inside the device. We develop double exponential-convolution model to
fit the sensor response. The two time constants of double exponential
function are found to be independent of gas concentration, but vary
with respect to different gas types and different TFTs. This can be used
for gas identification because of the uniqueness of the time constants for
different gas types. We ascribe this uniqueness to the randomness of
CNT network in channel area, which help build a unique channel
structure for each TFT and thus create the diversity in dwelling spots for
gas molecules during sensing process. By comparing the large differ-
ence in fitting errors, this one-to-one dependence between time con-
stants and the sensing gases is successfully used for gas identity ver-
ification between NH3 and NO2. More significantly, it actually provides
a general and practical strategy for identity verification over more gases
without distinction. In perspective, this analysis manages to create the

selectivity of SWCNT based sensors with respect to different gases,
which will largely broaden their applications in practice.
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